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In the study of Artin algebras there are several ways to replace a given 
algebra by other structures which are (in a certain sense) simpler and still 
contain a lot of information. These constructions are particularly useful in 
representation theory if they preserve the representation type. 
There are at least two constructions having these properties: coverings 
[3, 51 and skew algebras [6, 71. The aim of this note is to show that 
Galois coverings having an abelian group can be obtained as skew 
algebras. Moreover, we give an elementary and direct construction of these 
coverings. 
1. A BRIEF ACCOUNT ON COVERINGS 
1.1. Throughout the paper k will denote an algebraically closed 
field. According to Gabriel’s point of view (see [2]), basic finitely dimen- 
sional k-algebras are associated with k-linear categories kQ/Z where Q is a 
finite quiver (= oriented graph) and Z is a 2-sided ideal of the path 
category kQ. Moreover, I is admissible, that is, I is contained in r* and 
contains r” where r is the 2-sided ideal of kQ generated by the arrows and n 
is the height of kQ/I. 
Let n = (Q, I) be a pair as above and suppose that Q has no double 
arrows. For the details of what follows we refer the reader to [4, 31. -- 
A morphism p: ;i = (Q, I) -+ (Q, I) is a q uiver morphism preserving the 
relations. A Galois covering of /1 is a morphism p: ,4’ = (Q’, Z’) + (Q, I) 
together with a group G of automorphisms of /i’ satisfying: 
(a) G acts freely on the vertices of Q’. 
(b) For all ge G, we have pg = p, and p(x) = p(y) only if there is 
some g E G with y = g(x). 
(c) p induces bijections x+ + p(x)+ and xP -+ p(x)-, where x+ 
(resp. x- ) denotes the set of all arrows starting (resp. ending) at x. 
(d) I is the ideal generated by (kp)(p), p E Z’. 
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If Q is connected, the universal Galois covering ;i = (&, 7) is constructed 
in the following way: 
Let W be the set of all walks in Q (see [4]). Denote by - the smallest 
equivalence relation such that: 
(a) If x +‘y in Q, then CLCL-~ wry and c(-~cI-z,, where T, denotes 
the trivial walk at x. 
(b) If Cy=, hip Z(x, Y), is a minimal relation (that is, for each Q, # 
K $ (l,..., n>, CieK lz,u,$Z(x, v)), then ui-ui for each pair ij~ (I ,..., a}. 
(c) If U-U, then WUW’ - wuw’ whenever the products make sense. 
The set of vertices of the quiver Q consists of the equivalence classes of 
walks starting at a fixed point a of Q. For two such vertices x1, xz, we set 
x1 +x2 in & if and only if there exist representatives w,, w2 E W of the 
classes of xi , x2 respectively and an arrow CI in Q with w2 = cowl. Thus, 
there is a canonical quiver epimorphism 7~: Q + Q sending a vertex 2 of Q 
to the terminus of any representative of 1. We define now 7 as the ideal of 
kQ generated by the liftings of minimal relations of I. Then, rc: ,? = 
(0, li -+ (Q, 1) b ecomes a Galois covering whose group ZZ, the fundamental 
group of A, consists of the classes of closed walks with origin CI. 
Given a group morphism ZZ-+ IL G, we obtain a commutative diagram 
where 7tti s a covering with group G and rc’ a covering with group Ker Ic/. 
All Galois coverings of /i can be obtained in this way. 
Our aim is to give an alternative description of /1, in the case G is a 
finite abelian group. 
1.2. Let /i = (Q, I) and ZZ be as in 1.1. We carry out some 
algebraic-topology-type constructions (see [ 1 ] ). 
Let C”(n, k*) be the set of k*-valued functions on the vertices of Q. 
Let Z’(/1, k*) be the set of all k*-valued functions f on the arrows of Q 
satisfying f(~,)...f(~l)=f(Pm)...f(P,) if CI,,“‘C(, and Pm.../?1 are two 
paths appearing in a minimal relation. 
Obviously, there are canonical group morphisms making the following 
sequence xact (where, for example, c(f)( ...Gy-l/Sx) = . ..f(&)f(~)-‘f(p) 
f(a)): 
I-k*- C’(A, k*) - Z’(A, k*) C Hom(h, k*). 
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LEMMA. The morphism c admits a (non-canonical) right inverse. 
Proof Let a be the base point of ZZ. Fix B a maximal tree in Q. For 
every x E Q, denote by w, the minimal walk from a to x in B (in particular, 
observe that w, is trivial). 
Let XE Hom(U, k*). For any arrow x -+OL y in Q, define o(x)(a) = 
xc by -law,]), where [w;‘aw,] denotes the homotopy class of the walk 
wJ:%w, in ZZ. This 0: Hom(Z7, k*) + Z’(n, k*) is the wanted right inverse. 
2. A DESCRIPTION OF ABELIAN GALOIS COVERINGS OF ,4 
2.1. From now on, fix a group morphism $: l7 + G (or equivalen- 
tly, a cover nlL of A), where G is a finite abelian group whose order is 
prime with the characteristic p of k. 
We get a morphism between the corresponding groups of characters 
X($): X(G) -+ X(Z7) = Hom(ZZ, k*). 
Together with the morphism CJ constructed in 1.2 we get 5 = OX($): 
X(G) + .?(A, k*). . 
The morphism 5 determines an action of X(G) on kQ as follows: 
(a) The action fixes all the vertices of Q. 
(b) If x -+’ y is an arrow in Q and XE X(G), then x(a) = g(x)(a) a. 
The group X(G) therefore acts on k/i (= kQ/Z). We denote by 
ModXCG’n the category of all X(G) n-modules, i.e., of right n-modules M 
endowed with an action of X(G) such that x(mA) = (xm) x(l), for x E X(G), 
mEM(x), l~kA(x, y), and x, YE Q. 
2.2. The group G acts on the category ModXCG’n. Indeed, if 
ME ModXCG’n and g E G, we can define a new X(G) /l-module Mg: as /1- 
module, Mg is just M, for the new operation of X(G), take VEX, 
m E Mg(x) (x any vertex of Q) and set x ‘g m = x. mX(g-I), where x. m 
denotes the original product in 44. 
One readily checks that this is an action of G on ModXCG’n. 
Let now x be any vertex of Q and P, = kA( -, x) the projective ,4- 
module associated with x. As the action of X(G) on n fixes vertices, it 
induces an action on P,. Hence, P, lies in ModXCG’n. 
PROPOSITION. The map (x, g) H Pt yields a bijection between the pairs 
(x, g) with x a vertex of Q and g E G and the isoclasses of indecomposables 
projective objects in ModXCG’A. 
Proof. The forgetful functor U: Mod x(G),4 -+ Mod ,4 has a left adjoint L 
which sends projective to projective modules. For any ME Mod 4 the 
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X(G) A-module L(M) can be described as follows: For any x E Q, 
(J-m) = UX(G) w - ‘(x)1 as a vector space; if we denote by ~@rn the 
canonical image of mEM(X-‘(x)) in (,94)(x), then ~‘(~@rn)= (x’x)@m 
and (X@m)A=X@(mXp’(,l)) for mEM(X-l(x)), ~‘EX(G), and 1~ 
kA(x, Y). 
In case M= P,, we have a canonical isomorphism L(P,) r 
k[X(G)] Qk Pi, where POE Mod X(G) A is the A-module P, endowed with 
the natural operation of X(G), the action of X(G) on the tensor product 
being “diagonal.” Indeed, for a vertex y, 
The X(G) representation k[X( G)] decomposes (by a result which goes 
back to Lagrange) as k[X(G)] = Oc k,, where k, is the l-dimensional 
representation with x . z = x(g) z for x E X(G), z E k,. This gives 
LU(Pi)r @,k,QkPi, where k,QP.krP:-‘, gEG. 
Therefore, the modules Pp are projective and the adjoint situation says 
that this is in fact a generating family of projectives. 
Finally, rad Pf = (rad P,)” and P.:/rad P$ = (PJrad P,)” = k$, where k, 
is the simple A-module associated with x (that is, k,(x) = k and k,(y) = 0 
for any vertex y # x); as X(G) representation k;(x) is just kg-l. Clearly, for 
different pairs (x, g) and (y, h), the X(G) A-modules k!j and kl are non- 
isomorphic. 
2.3. Let P be the full subcategory of Mod*(‘) A whose objects are 
of the form P.t with x E Q and g E G. We have seen that G acts freely on P. 
Moreover, for any two P,, P, of these modules, the adjoint situation 
described in 2.2 gives 
Therefore, we have a covering p: P --+ kA in the sense of [3]. 
Let Q’ be the quiver of P. The vertices of Q’ can be identified with the 
projectives P,R. 
Given an arrow x -+a y in Q, we know there is a unique arrow of Q’ of 
the form Pi -+” P,“. We want to determine g and an irreducible morphism 
representing CI’. 
LEMMA. Zf g = II/( [w, ‘uw,]), ( -, ~2): Pi -+ P; is an irreducible morphism 
of P (where Cr denotes the class of the arrow ct in kA). 
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Proof: Observe that a A-morphism f: Pf, + P$ is a ModXCG) A- 
morphism if and only if for any 2 E X(G), f(z,) = x ‘g f(z,). 
For any x E X(G) we have 
x’g (-, ~)(~x)=x.g~=x(g-l) 5(x)(a) i=xW’) W(I(/?(X))(E) Ifi 
=x&l) ~($([W,‘cxW,])) cl=cr= (-, ii)( 
For any X(G) A-morphism h, if U(h) splits (see 2.2 for notation), so does 
h. Therefore, (-, c1) is in fact irreducible in P. 
2.4. By 2.3, if x -+I y is an arrow of Q and h E X(G), we can choose 
(-,cL): Ph,+Py% m’awJ)h as representative of the unique lifting ~1’ of CI to Q’ 
with origin P:. Let I’ be the kernel of the functor kQ’ + P associated with 
these choices. Set A’ = (Q’, I’). 
Then, p: P + k/i induces a Galois covering p’: A’ + A with group G in 
the sense of [4]. We are ready to prove our main result. 
THEOREM. The covering p’ is isomorphic to 7~~. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the group morphisms n--+ G 
associated with these coverings coincide. 
Let w be a closed walk in Q with origin a and let w’ be a lifting of w to 
Q’. Say a’ and ga’ are the extremities of w’ for some g E G. We must prove 
that g = II/( [w]). This is a clear consequence of 2.3 and the theorem follows. 
2.5. We remark that 2.2 also yields an equivalence 
Mod A ’ r ModX(“) A, in which the projective X(G) A-module P-t 
corresponds to the projective A’-module (-, P-5). 
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